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Mixing over rough topography:   tidal generation
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well et al., 2000), and the 3000-m isobath of the Hawaiian

Ridge (Kunze et al., 2002b). The latter was averaged from

16 stations spanning roughly !1000 km along the Hawai-

ian Ridge. These stations were occupied over a 3 week pe-

riod during 2000 and capture energy flux radiated from both

strong and weak sites of internal tide generation along the

ridge. A profile from the Virginia Slope is also shown, as

turbulence at this site is likely supported by low-mode in-

ternal tides dissipating in the far field (Nash et al., 2003).

At all sites, the dissipation rates are maximum along the to-

pography, and decay away from the topography with height.

Enhanced turbulence levels are found to extend up to 1000

m from the bottom.

The energy flux carried by the internal tide can radiate as

propagating internal waves, and these waves are subject to

a collection of processes that will eventually lead to dissi-

pation. Shear instability, wave-wave interactions, and topo-

graphic scattering all act to influence the rate of dissipation

and control whether the internal tide dissipates near the gen-

eration site or far away. Understanding the physical cascade

that allows energy in the internal tide to power turbulence is

one goal of ocean mixing research.

2. Internal tide energy flux

Several nondimensional parameters are needed to model

the physical regime of internal tide generation. One param-

eter, kU0/!, measures the ratio of the tidal excursion length
scale U0/! to the length scale of the topography k!1. This
parameter is discussed by Bell (1975) and others, and distin-

guishes a wave response dominated by the fundamental tidal

frequency (kU0/! < 1) from a lee-wave response involving
higher tidal harmonics (kU0/! > 1). A second parameter,
" = h0/H, measures the ratio of the topographic amplitude
h0 to the total depth H. A third parameter, s/#, measures
the ratio of the maximum topographic slope s = |"h| to
the ray slope given by # =

!!
!2 # f2

"
/

!
N2 # !2

""1/2
.

This parameter also distinguishes two regimes. In the case

of s/# < 1, the topographic slopes are less steep than the
radiated tidal beam, and internal wave generation is termed

subcritical. In the case of s/# > 1, the topographic slopes
exceed the steepness of the radiated beam and the internal

wave generation is termed supercritical. The critical genera-

tion condition is met when the radiated tidal beam is aligned

with the slope of the topography.

The subcritical generation of internal tides was first con-

sidered by Cox and Sandstrom (1962), Baines (1973), and

Bell (1975). These studies examined subcritical topography

in the limit of " $ 1 and s/# $ 1, for which the bottom
boundary condition can be linearized to w(#H) = U ·"h.
In this case, the internal tide generation problem can be

Figure 1. Average profiles of turbulent dissipation from

several sites where internal tides support mixing. Oregon

Slope data are shown with 95% confidence intervals, as de-

scribed by Moum et al. (2002). Virginia Slope data (Nash et

al., 2003) show mixing supported by the dissipation of low

mode internal tides. The 95% confidence intervals for data

from Brazil Basin fracture-zone valleys, crests, and slopes

are shown as blue, green. and red shaded bands, respec-

tively, as described by Ledwell et al. (2000). Dissipation at

the 3000-m isobath of the Hawaiian Ridge was derived from

data described in the text.

Current version: Both q (percent of energy dissipated 
locally) and F (vertical decay scale) are static and ad-hoc
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well et al., 2000), and the 3000-m isobath of the Hawaiian

Ridge (Kunze et al., 2002b). The latter was averaged from

16 stations spanning roughly !1000 km along the Hawai-

ian Ridge. These stations were occupied over a 3 week pe-

riod during 2000 and capture energy flux radiated from both

strong and weak sites of internal tide generation along the

ridge. A profile from the Virginia Slope is also shown, as

turbulence at this site is likely supported by low-mode in-

ternal tides dissipating in the far field (Nash et al., 2003).

At all sites, the dissipation rates are maximum along the to-

pography, and decay away from the topography with height.

Enhanced turbulence levels are found to extend up to 1000

m from the bottom.

The energy flux carried by the internal tide can radiate as

propagating internal waves, and these waves are subject to

a collection of processes that will eventually lead to dissi-

pation. Shear instability, wave-wave interactions, and topo-

graphic scattering all act to influence the rate of dissipation

and control whether the internal tide dissipates near the gen-

eration site or far away. Understanding the physical cascade

that allows energy in the internal tide to power turbulence is

one goal of ocean mixing research.

2. Internal tide energy flux

Several nondimensional parameters are needed to model

the physical regime of internal tide generation. One param-

eter, kU0/!, measures the ratio of the tidal excursion length
scale U0/! to the length scale of the topography k!1. This
parameter is discussed by Bell (1975) and others, and distin-

guishes a wave response dominated by the fundamental tidal

frequency (kU0/! < 1) from a lee-wave response involving
higher tidal harmonics (kU0/! > 1). A second parameter,
" = h0/H, measures the ratio of the topographic amplitude
h0 to the total depth H. A third parameter, s/#, measures
the ratio of the maximum topographic slope s = |"h| to
the ray slope given by # =
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This parameter also distinguishes two regimes. In the case

of s/# < 1, the topographic slopes are less steep than the
radiated tidal beam, and internal wave generation is termed

subcritical. In the case of s/# > 1, the topographic slopes
exceed the steepness of the radiated beam and the internal

wave generation is termed supercritical. The critical genera-

tion condition is met when the radiated tidal beam is aligned

with the slope of the topography.

The subcritical generation of internal tides was first con-

sidered by Cox and Sandstrom (1962), Baines (1973), and

Bell (1975). These studies examined subcritical topography

in the limit of " $ 1 and s/# $ 1, for which the bottom
boundary condition can be linearized to w(#H) = U ·"h.
In this case, the internal tide generation problem can be

Figure 1. Average profiles of turbulent dissipation from

several sites where internal tides support mixing. Oregon

Slope data are shown with 95% confidence intervals, as de-

scribed by Moum et al. (2002). Virginia Slope data (Nash et

al., 2003) show mixing supported by the dissipation of low

mode internal tides. The 95% confidence intervals for data

from Brazil Basin fracture-zone valleys, crests, and slopes

are shown as blue, green. and red shaded bands, respec-

tively, as described by Ledwell et al. (2000). Dissipation at

the 3000-m isobath of the Hawaiian Ridge was derived from

data described in the text.
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Mixing over rough topography:   tidal scattering
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Mixing over rough topography:   tidal scattering
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• Strong resonant instability near 29º 
where f = M2/2 

• Energy loss from M2 internal tide to 
small-scale M2/2 motions

• Subharmonic waves have equal 
amounts of upward and downward 
propagating energy

(MacKinnon and Winters 04)

Parametric Subharmonic Instability (PSI)

Upper ocean mixing:   parametric subharmonic instability

Enhanced upper ocean mixing where tidal beams cross this latitude

Simmons 08



Upper ocean mixing:   parametric subharmonic instability

large as 50 m, the relative error of the dissipation rate
! would still be no larger than 20%.

The calculations are based on 10 years of TOPEX/
Poseidon altimeter tidal data. The nominal bias of tidal
data is 1.5 cm (Benada 1997). The wavenumber of baro-
clinic M2 internal tides is of the order of 0.01 km"1, the
average depth of the thermocline is assumed to be 500
m, and the average water depth is about 4000 m. The
estimated bias of the energy flux in Fig. 6 is about 1000
W m"1. We also estimate the error caused by the nomi-
nal bias of tidal data, using the real parameters includ-
ing the wavenumber, depth of the thermocline, and
the water depth in 50 random T/P diamonds. The esti-
mated mean error of the M2 internal tidal energy flux
is 846 W m"1, the maximum error is 1142 W m"1, and
the minimum is 634 W m"1. If the average Brunt–
Väisälä frequency is taken to be 3 cph in the inner
ocean, the estimated error of mixing rate is roughly 1 #
10"5 m2 s"1.

There are some volumes in which the fluxes are in-
sufficient to calculate the summation. There are also a
few volumes near large topography, for example, near
the east of Australia, in which the sum of fluxes is nega-
tive. This means that Eq. (4) does not apply in such
areas and, as a consequence, not all energy fluxes in Fig.
6 are used to calculate the energy dissipation shown in
Fig. 7.

The error is as large as one-quarter of the mixing rate
caused by M2 internal tides near 28.9°N/S and is even
larger than that near the equator. However, our main
purpose in this study is to show the quality of the
latitudinal structure of mixing rate from the viewpoint
of energy balance. The error as discussed above should
therefore have no effects on the latitudinal pattern that
we concluded. Besides, the pattern of mixing rate va-
riation with latitude in the North Pacific (Fig. 9a)
is consistent with those shown in Fig. 2 of Gregg et al.
(2003).

FIG. 9. Latitudinal distribution of the mixing rate caused by M2

internal tides in (a) the Pacific, (b) the Atlantic, and (c) the Indian
Oceans.
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structure observations at low latitudes (equatorward of 20!N)
[Gregg et al., 2003], although fine-scale parameterizations
overestimate diapycnal diffusivities by a factor of 2–3.
[11] In Figure 4, microstructure-inferred diapycnal diffu-

sivities Kr
MSP shown in Figure 3 are plotted against the

numerically predicted, locally available energy density of
semidiurnal internal tide E [Niwa and Hibiya, 2001]. At
latitudes 20!–30!N, Kr

MSP is seen to increase rapidly as E
exceeds !2 " 10#1 Jm#3 where an approximate linear
relationship can be found between Kr

MSP and log10E. This is

in stark contrast to the observed features out of this
latitudinal band, namely, poleward of 30!N and equator-
ward of 20!N where Kr

MSP is found to be limited to, at most,
0.3 " 10#4 m2 s#1 in spite of large amount of locally
available semidiurnal internal tide energy such as near the
Aleutian Ridge. These observed features are consistent with
the results of numerical experiments that the cascade of
semidiurnal internal tide energy down to dissipation scales
is dominated by parametric subharmonic instability which
is expected to occur only at latitudes 20!–30! [Hibiya et al.,

Figure 4. Microstructure-inferred diapycnal diffusivities Kr
MSP at each latitudinal band (see Figure 3) plotted against the

numerically predicted, locally available energy density of the semidiurnal internal tide. Error bars denote 90% confidence
intervals calculated by applying the bootstrap method [Efron and Tibshirani, 1993] to the estimates in the 10-m segments
from the depth range of !1000 m to !1600 m. Note that error bars are not shown when they are smaller than the
symbols.

Figure 3. The average diapycnal diffusivities over the depth range of !1000 m to !1600 m inferred from microstructure
observations (denoted by stars) and those inferred by incorporating XCP data into Gregg’s fine-scale parameterization
[Gregg, 1989] (denoted by asterisks). Error bars denote 90% confidence intervals calculated by applying the bootstrap
method [Efron and Tibshirani, 1993] to the estimates in the 10-m segments from the depth range of !1000 m to !1600 m.
Note that error bars are not shown when they are smaller than the symbols.
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Upper ocean mixing:   background latitude scaling
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Reduced mixing from the breaking of
internal waves in equatorial waters
Michael C. Gregg, Thomas B. Sanford & David P. Winkel

Applied Physics Laboratory, College of Fishery and Ocean Sciences, University of
Washington, Seattle, Washington 98105, USA
.............................................................................................................................................................................

In the oceans, heat, salt and nutrients are redistributed much
more easily within water masses of uniform density than across
surfaces separating waters of different densities. But the magni-
tude and distribution of mixing across density surfaces are also
important for the Earth’s climate as well as the concentrations of
organisms1. Most of this mixing occurs where internal waves
break, overturning the density stratification of the ocean and
creating patches of turbulence. Predictions of the rate at which
internal waves dissipate2,3 were confirmed earlier at mid-
latitudes4,5. Here we present observations of temperature and
velocity fluctuations in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans between
428N and 28 S to extend that result to equatorial regions. We find
a strong latitude dependence of dissipation in accordance with
the predictions3. In our observations, dissipation rates and
accompanying mixing across density surfaces near the Equator
are less than 10% of those at mid-latitudes for a similar back-
ground of internal waves. Reduced mixing close to the Equator
will have to be taken into account in numerical simulations of
ocean dynamics—for example, in climate change experiments.

Internal waves are generated in the ocean when its stratification is
disturbed. Unlike surface waves, which propagate horizontally
because they are confined to the air–sea interface, internal waves
propagate vertically as well as horizontally, making flow disturb-
ances at the surface or bottom felt in the interior. Garrett andMunk6

and Munk7 modelled internal waves in terms of a wavenumber–
frequency spectrum; they assumed that the wave field is constant in

time, and results from the superposition of many uncorrelated
waves having frequencies between the buoyancy frequency N,
determined by the stratification, and the Coriolis frequency, f !
2QEarth sin"v#; where QEarth is the Earth’s rotation rate and v is the
latitude. The Garrett and Munk (GM) frequency spectrum is ‘red’,
with most of the energy very close to f. Integrating components of
the GM energy spectrum over the entire range of frequency and
wavenumber yields average characteristics of the wave field, such as
the net vertical displacement z and horizontal wave speed u.
Subsequent observations show that the GM model represents the
background state of the internal wave field, but some situations are
significantly more energetic.
Numerical simulations of energy transfer by interactions within

the internal wave field show a net flux towards small spatial scales
that increases the shear variance (›u/›z)2 until it overcomes the
stratification and the waves break2,3. When the wave field is
statistically steady, or varies slowly in time, the rate at which wave
breaking dissipates energy approximately equals the rate at which
the energy is transferred from large to small scales. This equivalence
allows the dissipation rate 1 to be expressed in terms of internal
wave parameters. To check their numerical simulations, Henyey,
Wright and Flatte3 formulated an analytic model based on the
Doppler shifting of evolving test waves by a background wave field.
The Doppler shifting produces a net energy flux toward smaller
scales—that is, higher wavenumbers—and ultimate breaking. The
functional dependence of 1 (which is expressed in units of Wkg21)
associated with this flux is the product of two terms:

1! 1308 N;Fshear"m#;Fstrain"m#
! "

£ L"v;N# "1#

The first term, 1 at the 308GMmodel reference latitude, depends
on stratification (via N) and on internal wave characteristics (in
terms of spectra of vertical shear, F shear(m), and of vertical strain,
F strain(m), wherem is the vertical wavenumber in cycles per metre).
Strain fluctuations are variations of the vertical separations between
density surfaces, that is, fluctuations of ›z/›z. Previous measure-
ments4 verified the shear andN dependence in 1308, and subsequent
observations5 and numerical simulations8 confirmed the strain
dependence. The second term contains the latitude (v) dependence:

L"v;N# ! f cosh21"N=f #
f 308 cosh21"N0=f 308#

"2#

Figure 1 Reduction of dissipation rates produced by breaking internal waves near the
Equator. The predicted latitude effect L is unity at 308 because the standard internal wave

spectrum, Garrett and Munk6, and the calculations based on it are referenced to that

latitude. Ratios of average 1observed to 1308 are plotted as short horizontal bars, and upper

and lower 95% confidence limits are shown by extents of the vertical lines. Multiple values

at the same latitude v come from different depths or locations. The shaded curve gives the

predicted L(v,N ) for the range of N encountered. Because the N dependence is weak, the

height of the shaded band is small. Upper and lower solid lines are twice and one-half the

prediction, and approximately bound the scatter in the data. In spite of the scatter, the

observations confirm the predicted sharp cut-off of dissipation at low latitude.

Figure 2 Diapycnal diffusivities. Kr was calculated using observed dissipation rates 1 and
stratification N 2 in equation (2). The horizontal reference line is the value of Kr at 308

latitude when internal waves are at the level of the Garrett and Munk spectrum. Owing to

the latitude effect on 1 produced by internal waves, intense internal waves observed near

the Equator produced only modest Kr. For reference, the molecular diffusivity of heat in

water is 1.4 £ 1027 m2 s21.
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Successful application of wave-wave 
interaction theory: breaking of ambient 
internal wave field scales with latitude 

because of changing internal wave 
frequency band (f<ω<N). 

Observational confirmation

Modeled 
implication



Upper ocean mixing:   near-inertial internal waves I

Seasonal variation of inertial mixed-layer energy computed 
from satellite-tracked drifter trajectories over January-March 
(upper) and  July-September (lower), adapted from  
Chaigneau et al. [2008]

Beneath the surface mixed layer, 
significant shear and mixing 
from wind-generated near-

inertial internal waves.

First step is generation of near-
inertial motions by wind stress, 

a spatially and temporally 
variable process! 



Upper ocean mixing:   near-inertial internal waves II

Anatomy of a breaking internal wave.  Shear (a,b), strain 
(c), dissipation rate (d) and diffusivity (e) during the 
Banda Sea microstructure experiment. Near-inertial 
phase lines are clearly evident in shear (a,b) and strain 
(c), leading to pulses of mixing (panels d,e) every 4.4 
days, the wave period.  [Alford and Gregg 01]. 

Near-inertial motions propagate 
downwards as internal waves. 

Higher-mode waves lead to 
significant shear and mixing in the 
upper few hundred meters



ML & below (KPP etc)

Upper ocean mixing:   near-inertial internal waves III

Mixing from NI 
wave breaking
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well et al., 2000), and the 3000-m isobath of the Hawaiian

Ridge (Kunze et al., 2002b). The latter was averaged from

16 stations spanning roughly !1000 km along the Hawai-

ian Ridge. These stations were occupied over a 3 week pe-

riod during 2000 and capture energy flux radiated from both

strong and weak sites of internal tide generation along the

ridge. A profile from the Virginia Slope is also shown, as

turbulence at this site is likely supported by low-mode in-

ternal tides dissipating in the far field (Nash et al., 2003).

At all sites, the dissipation rates are maximum along the to-

pography, and decay away from the topography with height.

Enhanced turbulence levels are found to extend up to 1000

m from the bottom.

The energy flux carried by the internal tide can radiate as

propagating internal waves, and these waves are subject to

a collection of processes that will eventually lead to dissi-

pation. Shear instability, wave-wave interactions, and topo-

graphic scattering all act to influence the rate of dissipation

and control whether the internal tide dissipates near the gen-

eration site or far away. Understanding the physical cascade

that allows energy in the internal tide to power turbulence is

one goal of ocean mixing research.

2. Internal tide energy flux

Several nondimensional parameters are needed to model

the physical regime of internal tide generation. One param-

eter, kU0/!, measures the ratio of the tidal excursion length
scale U0/! to the length scale of the topography k!1. This
parameter is discussed by Bell (1975) and others, and distin-

guishes a wave response dominated by the fundamental tidal

frequency (kU0/! < 1) from a lee-wave response involving
higher tidal harmonics (kU0/! > 1). A second parameter,
" = h0/H, measures the ratio of the topographic amplitude
h0 to the total depth H. A third parameter, s/#, measures
the ratio of the maximum topographic slope s = |"h| to
the ray slope given by # =

!!
!2 # f2

"
/

!
N2 # !2

""1/2
.

This parameter also distinguishes two regimes. In the case

of s/# < 1, the topographic slopes are less steep than the
radiated tidal beam, and internal wave generation is termed

subcritical. In the case of s/# > 1, the topographic slopes
exceed the steepness of the radiated beam and the internal

wave generation is termed supercritical. The critical genera-

tion condition is met when the radiated tidal beam is aligned

with the slope of the topography.

The subcritical generation of internal tides was first con-

sidered by Cox and Sandstrom (1962), Baines (1973), and

Bell (1975). These studies examined subcritical topography

in the limit of " $ 1 and s/# $ 1, for which the bottom
boundary condition can be linearized to w(#H) = U ·"h.
In this case, the internal tide generation problem can be

Figure 1. Average profiles of turbulent dissipation from

several sites where internal tides support mixing. Oregon

Slope data are shown with 95% confidence intervals, as de-

scribed by Moum et al. (2002). Virginia Slope data (Nash et

al., 2003) show mixing supported by the dissipation of low

mode internal tides. The 95% confidence intervals for data

from Brazil Basin fracture-zone valleys, crests, and slopes

are shown as blue, green. and red shaded bands, respec-

tively, as described by Ledwell et al. (2000). Dissipation at

the 3000-m isobath of the Hawaiian Ridge was derived from

data described in the text.

ε(x,y,z) = q E(x,y) F(z)

D’Asaro et al. 96, Alford 03,  Plueddemann and Farrar06, 
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ε(x,y,z) = q E(x,y,z,t) F(z)

•Energy flux into NI waves calculated from wind 
stress or ML velocity

•Vertical decay scale calculated using the same 
theory as internal tide decay (different 
parameters), as a function of N,f, Ugeo, ...

•Allows for mixing to evolve on seasonal to 
decadal timescales

Harper Simmons
D’Asaro et al. 96, Alford 03,  Plueddemann and Farrar06, 



Upper ocean mixing:   transition layer mixing

D

wind, waves

drift,

Thermocline

 U ML 

surface streaks
Langmuir-cells create high-

frequency (~10 min) internal 
waves that extract energy from 
the ML and break to produce 

mixing in the stratified layer below

cp =

!

k
= Uml

*

[Polton et al 08]
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Upper ocean mixing:   transition layer mixing

Similar high-frequency waves generated by 
convection banging on the base of the ML. 

Data from equatorial Pacific, 
0° N 140° W [R.-C. Lien]

[ McPhaden and Peters 1992; Moum et al. 1992, Gregg et al. 1985; Wijesekera and Dillon 1991]



Mixing over rough topography:   fracture zones
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Velocity Dissipation Diffusivity

MacKinnon et al 08

Significant water mass modification through unresolved topographically constrained 
passages.  [Hogg et al. 82, (Vema Channel),  Polzin et al. 96 (Romanche FZ), Ferron et al. 98 (Romanche FZ)] 

“do we know where all 
the overflows are?”
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Mixing over rough topography:   fracture zones

St. Laurent and Thurnherr 07

Many many small fracture zones with significant, hydraulically controlled mixing.  
Collectively they can do as much mixing as 10-5 m2/s over the entire Atlantic. How to 
represent this??  [ Thurnherr et al. 05] 



St. Laurent et al 02

A global map of diapyncal diffusivity

Deep mixing above rough topography



Simmons 08

A global map of diapyncal diffusivity

PSI along 29 N/S



e.g. Eriksen 82, Nash et al 04, Legg and Adcroft 03, etc

A global map of diapyncal diffusivity

Wave scattering on continental slopes



A global map of diapyncal diffusivity

Near-inertial wave breaking under storm tracks

Alford 01



IV. Other processes 

 Southern ocean mixing - surface wind driven + breaking bottom generated internal lee waves

 Processes below the base of the surface mixed layer (high-frequency internal waves, lagnmuir 
cells, ...)

 Internal wave / mesoscale interactions (eddies, equatorial jets etc)

 Bioturbation, swimming critters stir the ocean

 Double diffusion, cabelling, other equation of state peculiarities

Equatorial 
processes

bioturbation

double 
diffusion

A global map of diapyncal diffusivity


